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The Zeeman effect in the excitedA 2P3/2 state of CaF is measured and analyzed over a wide range
of magnetic fields. It is found that the splitting of the Zeeman levels is largely determined by the
coupling between different rotational states and there are no low-field seeking states in theJ
53/2 manifold of Zeeman levels at high magnetic fields. A model of the Zeeman spectrum based on
the ligand-field theory of CaF is shown to be accurate in the interval of magnetic fields 0–5 Tesla.
This demonstrates that the magnetic moment of the CaF(A 2P3/2) molecule is effectively
determined by the spin angular momentum of a single electron and the orbital motion of the valence
electron around the Ca21 core. An analysis of the Zeeman spectrum as a function of the molecular
rotational constant indicates that2P3/2 molecules should have significant rotational constants~at
least as large as twice the rotational constant of CaF! to be amenable to magnetic trapping in high
fields. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1814097#

INTRODUCTION

High-resolution Zeeman spectroscopy provides impor-
tant information about the structure of open-shell molecules.
Unlike intrinsic perturbations of molecular energy levels due
to nonadiabatic, Coriolis, spin–orbit or hyperfine interac-
tions, perturbations due to interactions with an external mag-
netic field can be controlled; measurements of the Zeeman
effect may reveal otherwise unobservable perturbations and
establish the symmetry of previously unknown perturbing
interactions.1 Zeeman spectroscopy may also be used to test
theoretical models of molecular structure. For example, it
was shown by Rice, Martin, and Field2 that calcium mono-
halide molecules may be approximately described as a polar-
izable negative charge perturbing one-electron valence struc-
ture of the Ca1 ion. This ligand-field model implies that the
magnetic moment of the calcium halide molecules is deter-
mined by the orbital motion of the valence electron around
the Ca21 core. While the ligand-field model has been shown
to describe very well molecular properties such as electronic
energies, transition moments, permanent dipole moments and
spin-orbit interactions,2,3 it is not clear that it remains accu-
rate for molecules in strong magnetic fields. A comparison of
the measured Zeeman spectrum with a calculation based on
the ligand-field theory would assess the applicability of the
ligand-field model for the description of molecules in exter-
nal fields.

Precise knowledge of the Zeeman spectrum of molecules
is essential for the development of magnetic trapping
experiments.4–6 Magnetic traps confine rotationally ground-
state molecules in low-field seeking states~the Zeeman lev-
els with a positive derivative of energy with respect to the
magnetic field! and the efficiency of the magnetic trapping
depends on the gradient of the molecular Zeeman energy
with respect to the trapping field. One of the most general
methods for loading molecules in a magnetic trap relies on

buffer-gas cooling.5,7,8 The magnetic fields of the buffer-gas
loading experiments vary from 0 to 4.5 Tesla and in order to
predict the possibility of buffer-gas loading of specific mol-
ecules in a magnetic trap, it is necessary to analyze their
Zeeman spectrum in the interval of magnetic fields between
0 and 5 Tesla. WhileS-state molecules were trapped in our
experiments,5 trapping ofP-state molecules has not yet been
demonstrated. Work on magnetic trapping ofP-state OH
molecules is underway.9 The Zeeman effect of the rotation-
ally ground-state molecules in the2P1/2 electronic state is
very weak so the molecules in the2P1/2,J51/2 state cannot
be magnetically trapped. The Zeeman spectrum of rotation-
ally ground-states2P3/2 molecules is, therefore, of particular
importance for understanding the prospects of magnetic trap-
ping of 2P molecules.

In this work we measure the frequency shift for transi-
tions between the Zeeman levels of the groundX 2S1 and
excitedA 2P3/2 states of the CaF molecule over a wide range
of magnetic fields. The analysis of the measurement based on
the direction cosine transformation of the magnetic moment
operator to the molecule-fixed frame yields the Zeeman
spectrum of the CaF molecule in theX 2S1 and2P3/2 states.
We show that the magnetic spectrum of the2P3/2 state is not
affected by the coupling to the2P1/2 or B 2S1 states. We
develop a theory of the Zeeman effect based on the ligand-
field model and demonstrate that it is accurate for magnetic
fields between 0 and 5 Tesla.

EXPERIMENT

A detailed description of the apparatus used is given in
Ref. 10. CaF molecules are produced via laser ablation of
calcium fluoride in cryogenic helium gas. A cylindrical cell
containing a hot-pressed powder pellet of CaF2 is maintained
at 0.5 K by a3He refrigerator. The cell is filled with helium
gas at a typical density of 1016 cm23. An ablation beam from
a pulsed frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser with a typical
pulse energy of 9 mJ is focused onto the CaF2 sample. Fol-a!Electronic mail: rkrems@cfa.harvard.edu
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lowing the ablation pulse, CaF molecules enter the helium
gas, rapidly thermalize with it translationally and rotation-
ally, and then are lost due to diffusion to the cell walls on a
typical timescale of 30 ms. The cell is placed coaxially inside
a bore of a superconducting solenoid magnet which produces
magnetic fields up to 4 Tesla. The molecules are detected
using laser absorption on theX 2S1(v950,J851/2)
2A 2P3/2(v850,J853/2) transition at 16 566.10 cm21. A
detection beam from a cavity-stabilized ring dye laser propa-
gates along the centerline of the cell. The linewidth of the
laser is sub-MHz, much smaller than the typical width of
observed spectral lines. The beam is linearly polarized along
an axis perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field.
Laser absorption is determined by dividing signals from pho-
tomultiplier tubes which monitor laser intensity before and
after the beam passes through the cell. The tubes are fitted
with narrow-band interference filters to suppress background
light. Laser frequency is scanned at a rate of 125 Hz over the
absorption line, and the measured spectrum is fitted to a
Voigt profile to determine the spectral line shift for each
value of the magnetic field. The laser frequency is deter-
mined by the scan control voltage, which is calibrated by a
commercial wavelength meter.

THEORY

The theory of the Zeeman spectrum ofP-state molecules
was developed by Veseth11,12and described in detail for spe-
cific cases by several authors.6,13–22We use the method out-
lined by Friedrich and co-workers.6 The total Hamiltonian of
the CaF molecule in a magnetic field can be written as

Ĥ5Ĥ0~n,J!1V̂B , ~1!

where Ĥ0(n,J) is the field-free Hamiltonian describing the
energy levels of the molecule with given values of the total
angular momentumJ and other quantum numbers denoted
collectively byn andV̂B is the Zeeman Hamiltonian describ-
ing the interaction of the molecule with an external magnetic
field. It can be written in the form6

V̂B52mZB, ~2!

wheremZ is the component of the molecular magnetic dipole
moment operator along the magnetic field axis andB is the
magnitude of the magnetic field. The magnetic moment op-
erator can be defined in the molecule-fixed coordinate frame
in terms of the components of the electronic orbital angular
momentum~L! and the electronic spin angular momentum
~S! of the molecule as follows:

mj52~Lj1gSSj!mB , ~3!

m652~L61gSS6!mB , ~4!

whereL6 andS6 are the raising and lowering operators ofL
andS, Lj , andSj are the operators that give the components
of L andS along the interatomic axis,mB is the Bohr mag-
neton andgS52.0023. The space-fixedZ-component of the
magnetic dipole moment operator is related to the molecule-
fixed components~3! and ~4! by the direction cosine
transformation23 which yields

mZ5 1
2 ~FZ

1m21FZ
2m1!1FZ

j mj . ~5!

An effective form for the zero-field HamiltonianĤ0 in
Hund’s case ~a! basis was derived by Kaledin and
co-workers3 and the matrix elements of the operator~5! in
Hund’s case~a! basis were explicitly given in the work of
Friedrich and co-workers.6 Diagonalization of the Hamil-
tonian ~1! yields the energy levels of the diatomic molecule
parameterized by the projectionM of the total angular mo-
mentumJ on the magnetic field axis.

An alternative theory of the Zeeman effect in the CaF
molecule may be derived based on the ligand-field model.
Rice, Martin, and Field2,3 showed that the molecular function
of CaF in the 2P state can be expanded in terms of
Ca21-centered one-electron functions as follows:

uA2P&50.831u4p~Ca1!&20.490u3d~Ca1!&. ~6!

The relation between Hund’s case~a! molecular functions
uJMLSS& and the atomic functions at infinite interatomic
separation is given by the angular momentum
transformation24

uJMcLSS&5(
j

(
l

(
j A

(
j B

uJM jl j A j B&~21! l 2J2V^ j 2VJVu l0&@~S!~ j A!~ j B!#1/2(
L

~L !1/2(
LA

(
LB

^LALALBLBuLL&

3^LLSSu j V&H LA SA j A

LB SB j B

L S j J ^LALBucL&, ~7!

whereL andS are the projections ofL andS on the inter-
molecular axis,LA andLB are quantum numbers of the elec-
tronic orbital angular momentum operators of atoms A and
B, SA and SB are quantum numbers of the electronic spin
angular momentum operators of atoms A and B,jA is the
vector sum ofLA andSA , jB is the vector sum ofLB andSB ,

j is the vector sum ofjA and jB , l denotes quantum numbers
of the angular momentum for the orbital motion of the nuclei
about each other,L is the vector sum ofLA andLB , J is the
vector sum ofl and j, c is a quantum number distinguishing
the molecular states with the same values ofL, S andS; LA

andLB are the projections ofLA andLB on the intermolecu-
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lar axis, V5L1S, the symbols ^ j 1m1 j 2m2u j 3m3& are
Clebsch–Gordan coefficients, the symbol in big curly braces
is a 9j -symbol and (j 1) is a short-hand notation for
(2 j 111).

The ligand-field model shows that the CaF molecule is
composed of an open-shell Ca1 ion and a closed-shell F2

atom so we assume for the present caseLB5SB5 j B50, j
5 j A , SA51/2 andLA5LCa1 , whereLCa1 is the orbital an-
gular momentum of the valence electron around the Ca21

core. The transformation̂LALBucL& is reduced to

^LA0ucL&5dLLA
. ~8!

The coupled atomic functionsuJM jAl & are defined in terms
of space-fixed functions of the Ca1 atom

uJM jAl &5(
mj A

(
ml

(
mLA

(
mSA

uLAmLA
&uSAmSA

&u lml&

3^ j Amj A
lml uJM&^LAmLA

SAmSA
u j Amj A

&, ~9!

wheremLA
, mSA

, mj A
, andml denote the projections ofLA ,

SA , jA , andl on the magnetic field axis. The Zeeman Hamil-
tonianV̂B may now be written in terms of the atomic angular
momentum operatorsLA andSA of Ca1

V̂B5mB~LA1gSSA!•B. ~10!

Using Eqs.~6!, ~7!, and ~9! we may obtain the matrix ele-
ments of the operator~10! in the Hund’s case~a! basis. They
have the following form:

^A2PVJMuV̂BuA2PVJ8M &5~0.831!2~21!J1J812V(
j A

(
j A8

(
l

^ j A2VJVu l0&^ j A8 2VJ8Vu l0&

3^LA51,LSASu j AV&^LA51,LSASu j A8V&

3(
mj A

(
ml

(
mSA

(
mLA

521

1

^ j Amj A
lml uJM&^ j A8mj A

lml uJ8M &

3^LA51,mLA
SAmSA

u j Amj A
&^LA51,mLA

SAmSA
u j A8mj A

&

3mBB~mLA
1gSmSA

!

1~0.490!2~21!J1J812V(
j A

(
j A8

(
l

^ j A2VJVu l0&^ j A8 2VJ8Vu l0&

3^LA52,LSASu j AV&^LA52,LSASu j A8V&

3(
mj A

(
ml

(
mSA

(
mLA

522

2

^ j Amj A
lml uJM&^ j A8mj A

lml uJ8M &

3^LA52,mLA
SAmSA

u j Amj A
&^LA52,mLA

SAmSA
u j A8mj A

&

3mBB~mLA
1gSmSA

!. ~11!

The ligand-field theory provides atomic expansions2 for
the other molecular states of CaF which can be used to
evaluate the matrix elements of the magnetic dipole moment
operator between different adiabatic states. As will be shown
in the next section, however, the Zeeman spectrum of
CaF(2P3/2) can be accurately described with only one elec-
tronic state in the basis. In the following, we will denote the
calculations based on the direction cosine transformation of
the magnetic moment as the accurate calculations, while the
results obtained with the ligand-field model will be referred
to as the ligand-field calculations.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the frequency shift for the (X 2S1,N
50,M51/2)→(A 2P3/2,J53/2,M53/2) and (X 2S1,N
50,M521/2)→(A 2P3/2,J53/2,M523/2) transitions as

a function of the magnetic field in the interval 0–4 Tesla.N
denotes the quantum number for the rotational angular mo-
mentum of the electronic ground-state molecules. The mea-
sured data~represented by symbols! are in excellent agree-
ment with the direction cosine calculations~curves!. For
these calculations, we have neglected the coupling to the
A 2P1/2 andB 2S1 states of CaF and assumed that the Zee-
man energy of the magnetic levels in theX 2S1 state is
given by gsmBM as follows from our previous analysis.25

The comparison with the measurement, therefore, shows that
the Zeeman effect in the excited state of CaF is determined
by the pureA 2P3/2 state and the shift of the ground-state
Zeeman levels is linear in the entire interval of magnetic
fields considered. The frequency shift for the transitions from
the low-field seeking state (M511/2) of CaF(X 2S1,N
50) increases with the magnetic field at low fields, passes
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through a maximum and becomes negative at high fields
reflecting a peculiar Zeeman energy variation in the excited
state molecule. The frequency shifts for the transitions from
the low-field seeking state and the high-field seeking state
(M521/2) of CaF(X 2S1,N50) cross at the magnetic
field B53.55 Tesla so both Zeeman energy levels of the
ground-state molecule may be detected by the same fre-
quency laser.

Figure 2 presents the Zeeman spectrum of the CaF mol-
ecules in the (A 2P3/2,J53/2) state. The energy of theM
513/2 Zeeman level increases with the magnetic field in
the interval 0–2.5 Tesla and decreases at higher magnetic
fields. All Zeeman levels of the CaF(A 2P3/2,J53/2) mol-
ecule are high-field seeking states atB.2.5 Tesla. This in-
dicates that2P-state molecules with rotational structure
similar to that of CaF cannot be captured in high-field mag-
netic traps.

The results of the ligand-field model are in good agree-
ment with the accurate calculations. The largest deviation of
the ligand-field model results from the accurate calculations
does not exceed 8% in absolute magnitude. This demon-

strates that the magnetic moment of theA 2P3/2 state of CaF
is effectively determined by the spin angular momentum of a
single valence electron and the orbital motion of the valence
electron around the Ca21 core.

The Zeeman effect inP-state molecules is often esti-
mated by the diagonal matrix elements of the Zeeman inter-
action Hamiltonian. The Zeeman energy is then given by6

EM5
VM

J~J11!
~L1gsS!mBB . ~12!

While this approximation is expected to be accurate at low
magnetic fields, it neglects the coupling between different
J-states of the molecule and fails at high magnetic fields. To
elucidate the effect of the coupling between different rota-
tional states on the Zeeman effect in CaF(A 2P3/2,J53/2),
we present in Fig. 3 a comparison of the result~12! with the
accurate calculations of the Zeeman energy. The approxima-
tion ~12! is not valid at magnetic fields larger than 0.7 Tesla
and the coupling between the rotational states of CaF not
only reverses the magnetic field dependence of the Zeeman
levels withM513/2 andM511/2, but also suppresses the
Zeeman effect at high magnetic field.

The Zeeman splitting of the (A 2P3/2,J55/2) state is
illustrated in Fig. 4. TheM53/2 state is determined by three
components arising from the coupling of theJ53/2, J
55/2 andJ57/2 states, while the maximally stretchedM
55/2 state is determined by the interaction of only two ro-
tational statesJ55/2 andJ57/2. The Zeeman energy varia-
tion of theM53/2 andM55/2 states is, therefore, dramati-
cally different. The energy of theM53/2 state rises
monotonically with the magnetic field, while the energy of
the M55/2 states increases at low fields, passes through a
maximum and decreases at high fields, similarly to the en-
ergy variation of the maximally stretched state in theJ
53/2 manifold of levels. The energy of theM55/2 state is
larger at low fields, while theM53/2 state is the highest
energy Zeeman level at high fields. This indicates that for the
rotational states withJ.V in P-state molecules, there will

FIG. 1. Symbols—measured frequency shift for the (X 2S1,N50,M
51/2)→(A 2P3/2 ,J53/2,M53/2) ~circles! and (X 2S1,N50,M521/2)
→(A 2P3/2 ,J53/2,M523/)2 ~triangles! transitions; curves—direction co-
sine calculations.

FIG. 2. Zeeman levels of theA 2P3/2 ,J53/2 state of CaF: Full curves—
accurate calculations; broken curves—ligand-field model.

FIG. 3. Zeeman levels of theA 2P3/2 ,J53/2 state of CaF: Full curves—
accurate calculations; broken curves—calculations without couplings be-
tween differentJ-states.
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always be at least one low-field seeking state at high fields.
The ligand-field model results are again in good agreement
with the accurate calculation.

The dashed lines of Fig. 3 represent the Zeeman spec-
trum of a2P3/2,J53/2 molecule with an infinitely large ro-
tational constant. Because the coupling between rotational
levels appears to have a dramatic influence on the Zeeman
effect in CaF, the Zeeman effect in2P3/2 molecules is ex-
pected to be sensitive to the magnitude of the molecular
rotational constant. Figure 5 presents the Zeeman spectrum

of a 2P3/2,J53/2 molecule as a function of the rotational
constant. A decrease in the rotational constant by a factor of
2 shifts the maximum in the energy variation of theM
53/2 level to lower magnetic fields, while an increase by a
factor of 2 produces the same energy levels as in the infinite
rotational constant limit at magnetic fields less than 2 Tesla.
The Zeeman spectrum of a molecule with a rotational con-
stant similar to that of the OH molecule (;55 times larger
than the rotational constant of CaF! is determined almost
entirely by the diagonal matrix elements~cf., Fig. 4! of the
magnetic moment operator atB50 – 5 Tesla. The Zeeman
energy varies linearly with the field strength and the OH
molecule is a good candidate for magnetic trapping experi-
ments. We conclude that2P3/2 molecules in theJ53/2 state
will not have any low-field seeking states in the limit of
small rotational constant so only molecules with rotational
constants larger than twice the rotational constant of CaF
may be readily amenable for magnetic trapping.

SUMMARY

We have presented a measurement of the frequency shift
for the (X 2S1,N50,M51/2)→(A 2P3/2,J53/2,M53/2)
and (X 2S1,N50,M521/2)→(A 2P3/2,J53/2,M523/2)
transitions in CaF molecules over a wide interval of external
magnetic fields. A rigorous analysis of the measurement
yields the Zeeman spectrum of the CaF molecule in the
ground X 2S1 and excitedA 2P3/2 states. We have devel-
oped a model of the Zeeman effect based on the ligand-field
theory of molecular structure and shown that it is accurate
for CaF in the interval of magnetic fields 0–5 Tesla. This
demonstrates that the magnetic moment of the CaF(A 2P3/2)
molecule is determined by the spin angular momentum of a
single electron and the orbital motion of the valence electron
around the Ca21 core. The ligand-field theory is an important
method for the analysis of molecular structure; it can be es-
pecially useful for understanding the physics of molecules in
Rydberg states.26 We have shown that the Zeeman effect in
CaF(A 2P3/2) is largely determined by the coupling between
the rotational levels of the molecule and that all Zeeman
levels of CaF(A 2P3/2) are high-field seeking states at mag-
netic fields greater than 2.5 Tesla. An analysis of the Zeeman
spectrum as a function of the molecular rotational constant
indicates that all Zeeman levels of2P3/2 molecules in theJ
53/2 state will be high-field seeking states in the limit of
small rotational constant. Therefore, only2P3/2 molecules
with significant rotational constants~at least as large as twice
the rotational constant of CaF! may be amenable to magnetic
trapping.
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